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ON THE RECONSTRUCTION OF STATIC AND DYNAMIC
DISCRETE STRUCTURES
ANDREAS ALPERS AND PETER GRITZMANN
Abstract. We study inverse problems of reconstructing static and dynamic discrete
structures from tomographic data (with a special focus on the ‘classical’ task of
reconstructing finite point sets in Rd). The main emphasis is on recent mathematical
developments and new applications, which emerge in scientific areas such as physics
and materials science, but also in inner mathematical fields such as number theory,
optimization, and imaging. Along with a concise introduction to the field of discrete
tomography, we give pointers to related aspects of computerized tomography in order
to contrast the worlds of continuous and discrete inverse problems.
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2 ANDREAS ALPERS AND PETER GRITZMANN
1. Introduction
We begin with an informal definition of the general field of discrete tomography. As a
comprehensive treatise of the general field would, however, go far beyond the scope of the
present paper, and as we want to limit the overlap with surveys in the literature as much
as possible, we will focus on the most fundamental case of reconstructing finite point sets
in Rd from some of their discrete X-rays. Our special emphasis will be on (a subjective
selection of) recent developments and applications. We conclude the introduction with a
few comments on the structure of the paper and its bibliography.
1.1. What is discrete tomography? Discrete tomography deals with the problem
of retrieving knowledge about an otherwise unknown discrete object from information
about its interactions with certain query sets. Of course, this is not a formal definition
and, as a matter of fact, the occuring terms leave room for different interpretations. For
instance, the discrete object can be any set in some Rd that allows a finite encoding,
e.g., a finite point set, a polytope or even a semialgebraic set. Also functions with finite
support are included. Knowledge may mean full reconstruction, the detection of certain
properties and measures of the object or just a ‘yes/no’ decision whether the object
equals (or is close to) a given blueprint. The query sets may be windows, affine spaces or
certain families of more general manifolds, and interaction may simply mean intersection
but could also refer to a very different probing procedure.
While results which, in retrospective, belong to this area go back a long time, the
name discrete tomography and the establishment of the so-named field is of more recent
origin. In the past decades the focus has been on the issues of uniqueness, computational
complexity, and algorithms, first under the theoretical assumption that exact X-ray data
were available. Later, stability and instability questions were pursued, and the effect of
noise was studied.
Discrete tomography has important applications in physics, materials science, and
many other fields. It has, however, also been applied in various other contexts, including
scheduling [99], data security [110], image processing [125], data compression [124],
combinatorics [52, 79, 90, 93], and graph theory [87, 88]. Closely connected are also
several recreational games such as nonograms [73], path puzzles [76], sudokus [85], and
color pic-a-pix [68].
1.2. Scope of the present paper. In the following we will concentrate mainly on the
‘classical’ task of reconstructing a finite point set in Rd from the cardinalities of its
intersections with the lines parallel to a (small) finite number of directions. Already in
this restricted form, discrete tomography displays important features also known from
the continuous world. In particular, discrete tomography is ill-posed in the sense of
Hadamard [28]: the data may be inconsistent, the solution need not be unique (Thm. 1),
and small changes in the data may result in dramatic changes of the solutions (Thm. 12).
As will become clear, discrete tomography is not simply the discretization of continuous
tomography. It derives its special characteristics from the facts that, on the one hand,
there are only data in very few directions available, but on the other hand, the classes of
objects that have to be reconstructed are rather restricted. Therefore discrete tomography
is based on methods from combinatorics, discrete optimization, algebra, number theory,
and other more discrete subfields of mathematics and computer science.
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There exist already books and articles, which give detailed accounts of various aspects
of discrete tomography and its applications. We single out [20, 24, 25, 27, 35, 36, 51].
The present article differs from these surveys in various ways: the mathematical focus
will be on recent developments (which have not been covered in previous surveys).
Further, new applications will play a significant role, i.e., applications to other scientific
areas like physics and materials science, but also to inner mathematical fields such
as number theory, optimization, and imaging. We will, moreover, include pointers to
certain related aspects of computerized tomography in order to contrast the worlds of
continuous and discrete inverse problems. As general sources for the continuous case
and inverse problems, see [32, 41, 43, 44] and [6, 30, 38, 42, 57], respectively.
As a service to the reader and with a view towards a more complete picture we will
restate some aspects which are basic for the present article but have been covered before.
In order to limit the overlap to other surveys we will, however, neither elude on the
tomographic reconstruction of quasicrystals (see [24]) or polyominoes (see [17]), nor on
the polyatomic case (see [21, 92]) or point X-rays (see [89]). Also, we will not study
general k-dimensional X-rays (see [24, 101]) but concentrate on the case k = 1. This
means that our exposition will be based on the X-ray transform rather than on the
Radon transform (which is the case k = d− 1).
1.3. Organization of the present paper and its bibliography. After introducing
the basic notation in Sect. 2 we will briefly survey well-known structural results related to
the ill-posedness of the problems (Sect. 3) and their computational complexity (Sect. 4).
Turning to recent results and applications, Sect. 5 will illustrate some quite unexpected
complexity jumps in (a related basic model of) superresolution. Particular emphasis
will then be placed on new developments in dynamic discrete tomography involving
the movement of points over time which are only accessible by very few of their X-ray
images. As Sect. 6 will show aspects of discrete tomography and particle tracking
interact deeply. Another more recent issue, which comes up in materials science, is
that of multi-scale tomographic imaging. Sect. 7 will indicate how different aspects of
the reconstruction of polycrystalline materials based on tomographic data lead to very
different techniques involving methods from the geometry of numbers, combinatorial
optimization and computational geometry. Sect. 8 deals with some inner mathematical
connections between discrete tomography and the Prouhet-Tarry-Escott problem from
number theory, and Sect. 9 concludes with some final remarks.
Let us point out that (with the exception of some new interpretations and simple
observations) the results stated here have all been published in original research papers
(which are, of course, cited appropriately). Even more, since we want to use the standard
notation and, in particular, a standard framework for expressing the results, some overlap
with the above mentioned surveys is unavoidable.
Finally, let us close the introcuction with a comment on the bibliography. Due to the
character of the present paper we included references of different kinds. Of course, we
listed all original work quoted in the main body of the paper. However, we felt that
for the generally interested reader it would be worthwhile to add sources for general
reading. On the other hand, in terms of the included applications we focussed mainly
on outlining those aspects to which discrete tomography can potentially contribute.
While this is in line with the scope of the present paper, readers interested in these
fields of applications may appreciate pointers to sources for additional reading. Hence
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we organized the bibliography in six different parts, namely general reading, papers
in tomography, and further reading on particle tracking, tomographic grain mapping,
macroscopic grain mapping, and the Prouhet-Tarry-Escott problem, respectively.
2. Basic notation
As pointed out before we will focus on the ‘classical’ inverse problem of reconstructing
a finite point set F in Rd or Zd from the cardinalities of its intersections with the lines
parallel to a finite number of directions. There are, however, certain aspects which involve
weights on the points of F . Hence we will introduce the basic notions for appropriate
generalizations of characteristic functions of finite point sets, partly following [24].
As usual, let N0, N, Z, Q, and R denote the sets of non-negative integers, natural
numbers, integers, rationals, and reals, respectively. Further, for n ∈ N, we will often
use the notation [n] = {1, . . . , n} and [n]0 = [n] ∪ {0}.
In the following, let d,m ∈ N; d denotes the dimension of the space Rd, and m is the
number of directions in which images are taken. To exclude trivial cases, we will usually
assume that d,m ≥ 2.
In oder to describe the objects of interest, we fix nonempty sets D ⊂ Rd and C ⊂ R
and consider functions ψ : D → C with finite support supp(ψ) = {x ∈ D : ψ(x) 6= 0}.
In our context, the most relevant pairs (D,C) of a domain and a codomain are those
where D = Rd or D = Zd and C = {0, 1}. Other standard codomains are C = N0,
C = Z, and also their relaxations [0, 1], [0,∞[, and R.
For any pair (D,C), let F(D,C) denote the class of all functions ψ : D → C with
finite support. Of course, for C = {0, 1}, such a function ψ can be viewed as the indicator
or characteristic function of a finite set F and can therefore be identified with supp(ψ).
We will write F(D) for F(D, {0, 1}) and identify it with the set of all finite subsets of D.
In particular, the case F(Zd) encodes the classical finite lattice sets. Since this case is
particularly important we will often abbreviate F(Zd) by Fd.
Further, let Sd denote the set of all 1-dimensional subspaces of Rd, while Ld is the
set of 1-dimensional lattice lines, i.e., lines through the origin spanned by an integer
vector. For S ∈ Sd, we use the notation A(S) for the set of all affine lines in Rd that are
parallel to S. The situation of (Fd,Ld) will be referred to as the lattice case.
Now, let ψ ∈ F(D,C) and S ∈ Sd. The discrete X-ray of ψ parallel to S (or, in a
slight abuse of language, in the direction S) is the function XSψ : A(S)→ R defined by
T 7−→ (XSψ)(T ) = ∑
x∈T
ψ(x).
Since ψ has finite support all sums are finite. In the case of C = {0, 1} where ψ can be
identified with F = supp(ψ), we will often write XSF . See Fig. 1 for an illustration.
The mapping Xψ on Sd defined by S 7→ XSψ is called the discrete X-ray transform
of ψ. (In typical applications only very few values of Xψ are available.)
Note that it is straightforward to extend this notation to k-dimensional X-rays. Accord-
ingly, for k = d− 1, we obtain the discrete Radon transform of ψ whose measurements
come from hyperplane X-rays. We will, however, focus on the X-rays defined above,
which provide 1-dimensional measurements. The basic task of discrete tomography is
then to reconstruct an otherwise unknown function ψ ∈ F(D,C) from its X-rays with
respect to a finite number m of given lines S ∈ Sd.
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Figure 1. A finite lattice set (black dots) and its 1-dimensional X-rays
in the two directions (1, 1)T and (1,−2)T .
The X-ray information is encoded by means of data functions. In fact, the lines
T ∈ A(S) can be parametrized by vectors t ∈ S⊥ such that T = t+ S. Hence, one may
regard XSψ as a function on S
⊥. For algorithmic purposes, it is often preferable to use
other representations and encode XSψ as a finite set of pairs (x, β) with x ∈ D, β ∈ C
and XSψ(x+ S) = β.
3. Ill-posedness
We begin with some results that deal with the basic issues of uniqueness and stability.
3.1. Uniqueness and non-uniqueness. Given a subset F of F(D), and S ⊂ Sd. We
say that two different sets F1, F2 ∈ F are tomographically equivalent with respect to S if
XSF1 = XSF2 for all S ∈ S. The pair (F1, F2) will then also be referred to as a switching
component. Further, a set F ∈ F is uniquely determined within F by its X-rays parallel
to the lines in S if there does not exist any other set F ′ in F that is tomographically
equivalent to F with respect to S. If the context is clear we will simply say that F ∈ F
is uniquely determined.
The following classical non-uniqueness result, usually attributed to [118], has been
rediscovered several times.
Theorem 1. For any finite subset L of Ld there exist sets in Fd that cannot be determined
by X-rays parallel to the lines in L.
Figure 2 gives an illustration of the typical construction process to obtain different
lattice sets with equal X-rays.
Note that Thm. 1 is in accordance with similar results in continuous or geometric
tomography. In fact, let S ⊂ Sd be finite, and let C,K ∈ Rd be compact and C ⊂ int(K).
Further let f : Rd → R be infinitely often differentiable with support K. Then there is
a function g with support in K, infinitely often differentiable, but otherwise arbitrary
on C such that the continuous X-rays of f and g with respect to all lines in S coincide;
for a proof, see [126]. Also, characteristic functions of compact sets, i.e., functions
f : Rd → {0, 1} with compact support are not determined by their (continuous) X-rays
in any finite number of directions; see [20, Thm. 2.3.3].
While non-uniqueness is an undesirable feature for many applications it will play a
positive role for applications in number theory later; see Sect. 8.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2. Construction of different lattice sets (black and white points)
with equal X-rays in (a) two, (b) three, and (c) four directions.
In contrast to Thm. 1, uniqueness of the reconstruction can sometimes be guaranteed
when certain prior knowledge is available.
Theorem 2. There exists a line S ∈ Sd such that every set F ∈ Fd is uniquely
determined by its one X-ray XSF .
At first glance, this result may seem surprising. However, the used a priori information
is that the set is contained in Zd. Then, indeed, the X-ray XSF for any one line in Sd\Ld
determines F uniquely, simply because no translate of S can contain more than one
lattice point. As this argument shows, Thm. 2 can easily be extended to F(Zd, C).
While Thm. 2 does not seem to be of great practical use, it shows nonetheless that
no matter how fine the lattice discretization might be, one X-ray suffices. In the limit,
however, finitely many X-rays do in general not suffice. In this sense, discrete tomography
does not behave like a discretization of continuous tomography. Note that Thm. 2 is
quite different in nature from a result of [126] (see also [41, Thm. 3.148]) that for almost
any finite dimensional space of objects its elements can be distinguished by a single
X-ray in almost any direction. In fact, Fd is not finite-dimensional, and moreover, any
line S ∈ Sd \ Ld works for any set F ∈ Fd, i.e., S does not depend on the set but is
given beforehand.
The next result is due to Re´nyi [121] for d = 2, who attributes an algorithmic proof
to Hajo´s. The generalization to d ≥ 2 was given by Heppes [106].
Theorem 3 ([121] Re´nyi). Let S be a finite subset of Sd. Then every set F ∈ F(Rd)
with |F | ≤ |S| − 1 is uniquely determined by its X-rays parallel to the lines in S.
Since the two color classes of the two-coloring of the vertices of the regular 2m-gon in
the plane are tomographically equivalent with repect to the lines parallel to its edges,
Thm. 3 is best possible. A strengthening for (mildly) restricted sets of directions is given
in [75]. But even more: generic directions are much better.
Theorem 4 ([120]). There exist constants c > 0 and m0 ∈ N such that for all m ≥ m0
the following holds: For almost all sets S ⊂ S2 of m directions any F ∈ F(R2) with
|F | ≤ 2cm/ log(m) is uniquely determined by its X-rays parallel to the lines of S.
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Let us point out that in continuous tomography it is well-known that a compactly
supported, infinitely differentiable function f : Rd → R, which does not contain ‘details
of size 2pi/b’ or smaller can be recovered reliably from its X-rays on special sets of m
directions, provided that m > b. For a precise statement and proof, see [43, Thm. 2.4].
See also [40]. Such a result can be viewed, to some extent, as an analogue to Re´nyi’s
theorem. (Note, however, that the difference to f is measured in an integral norm
and hence the difference may get arbitrarily small without ever reaching 0. For a
characterization of the null-space, see [40, 119].)
For the special case m = |S| = 2, uniqueness within F2 is characterized by the work
of Ryser [51]. See Fig. 3 for an example of a set of 12 points in Z2 that is uniquely
determined by its two X-rays in the coordinate directions. For uniqueness results from
two directions in geometric tomography, see [116, 118].
Figure 3. A lattice set (black points) uniquely determined by its X-rays
in horizontal and vertical directions.
In the lattice case, the specialization of Re´nyi’s theorem that any set F ∈ Fd is
determined by any set of |F |+ 1 lattice lines is only best possible for the cardinalities
|F | = m ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 6}. For other m the result can be improved at least by 1.
Theorem 5 ([67]). Let m ∈ N \ {1, 2, 3, 4, 6} and let Fd(m) be the class of sets in Fd
of cardinality less than or equal to m. Let L ⊂ Ld with |L| ≥ m. Then the sets in Fd(m)
are determined by their X-rays parallel to the lines in L.
The question of smallest switching components is widely open in the lattice case.
Problem 1. What is the smallest number n = n(d,m) such that there exist L ⊂ Ld
with |L| = m and two different lattice sets F1, F2 ∈ Fd of cardinality n that are
tomographically equivalent with respect to the lines in L?
Probabilistic arguments of [67] show that, in the lattice case, switching components of
a size that is polynomial in m exist for each d. All deterministic constructions so far
lead to exponential size switching components. Several small switching components are
depicted in Fig. 12.
We remark that switching components seem to have appeared first in the work of
Ryser [51]. Later work on switching components includes [37, 84, 105, 115, 120, 123].
Computational investigations related to the explicit construction of switching components
can be found in [80]. Switching components for other projection models are considered
in [127, 128, 129, 130, 136]. Special types of switching components in the context of
superresolution imaging, hv-convex polynomioes, and, in a more algebraic setting, are
studied in [65], [71], and [115], respectively.
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Quite strong uniqueness results exist for a geometrically motivated more restricted
class of lattice sets. A lattice set F ∈ Fd is called convex, if
F = conv(F ) ∩ Zd.
Theorem 6 ([96]). There are S1, S2, S3, S4 ∈ Ld such that every finite convex lattice
set F is uniquely determined by XS1F, . . . , XS4F . Further, every set of at least seven
coplanar lattice lines always suffices.
Let us point out that the ‘good’ sets of directions with respect to Thm. 6 need not
have coordinates of large absolute value. Examples for d = 2 are
{(1, 0)T , (1, 1)T , (1, 2)T , (1, 5)T} and {(1, 0)T , (2, 1)T , (0, 1)T , (−1, 2)T}.
In fact, the sets of four good lattice lines in Thm. 6 are those whose cross-ratio of their
slopes does not lie in {4/3, 3/2, 2, 3, 4}. A converse result for the more general class of
hv-convex lattice sets is given in [70]. Generalizations of Thm. 6 to so-called Q-convex
lattice sets and convex algebraic Delone sets (in the context of quasicrystals) can be
found in [86] and [109], respectively.
As a matter of fact, the directions in Thm. 6 are all coplanar. It is not known how
exactly the situation changes if we insist that the lines are in general position, i.e., each d
of them span Rd.
Problem 2. Let d ≥ 3. Is there a finite subset L of lines in Ld in general position such
that each convex set in Fd is uniquely determined by its X-rays parallel to the lines in L?
If so, what is the smallest cardinality?
Is there a smallest number m such that any set L ⊂ Ld of m lines has the property,
that each convex set in Fd is uniquely determined by its X-rays parallel to the lines in L?
The color classes of a 2-coloring of the vertices of the permutahedron in Rd provide a
lower bound on such a universal number, which grows at least quadratically in m [61].
Fig. 4 depicts the 3-dimensional permutahedron, which is a truncated octahedron.
Figure 4. Two-coloring of the vertices of the truncated octahedron.
An analogue to Thm. 6 also holds in the realm of geometric tomography: convex
subsets of Rd are determined by their continuous X-rays from sets of four ‘good’ directions,
see [100].
Let us point out that it is the codomain {0, 1} which makes the problem difficult. In
fact, the case of functions in F(Zd,Z) or, equivalently, lattice sets with integer weights
is much simpler, as linear diophantine equations can be solved via the Hermite normal
form; see e.g. [53, Sect. 4&5]). But this also implies that the study of uniqueness for
functions ψ ∈ F(Zd,N0) is much easier. In fact, suppose we are given a finite set L ⊂ Ld
and a bounded subset B of Zd which will act as a superset of all supports we are allowing.
Then the corresponding X-ray problem with data functions all identical to 0 can be
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formulated as a homogenous system of linear diophantine equations and solved efficiently.
Let ψ be a non trivial solution, define ψ+ : Zd → R by
ψ+(x) =
{
ψ(x) if ψ(x) > 0;
0 if ψ(x) ≤ 0;
for x ∈ Zd, and set
ψ− = ψ+ − ψ.
Then, of course, ψ+, ψ− ∈ F(Zd,N0), ψ = ψ+ − ψ−, and XSψ ≡ 0 for all S ∈ L. Hence,
ψ+, ψ− are tomographically equivalent with respect to L.
The uniqueness problem for functions ψ ∈ F(Zd,N0) also permits an algebraic
characterization. The subsequently stated result of Hajdu and Tijdeman [29, 105] uses
the following notation. A vector v = (ν1, . . . , νd)
T ∈ Zd is reduced if gcd(ν1, . . . , νd) = 1.
Let v+ and v− denote the vectors whose jth component is ν+j = max{0, νj} and
ν−j = max{0,−νj}, respectively. With X we abbreviate the vector (X1, . . . , Xd) of
indeterminants. Accordingly, for a = (α1, . . . , αd)
T ∈ Nd0, the monomial Xα11 · . . . ·Xαdd ∈
Z[X] is denoted by Xa.
Theorem 7 ([29, 105]). Let ψ, ϕ ∈ F(Nd0,N0), let v ∈ Zd be reduced, and set S = lin{v}.
Then XSψ = XSϕ if, and only if, the polynomial∑
a∈supp(ψ)
Xa −
∑
b∈supp(ϕ)
Xb
is divisible by Xv+ −Xv− .
Note that the assumption that the functions are defined on Nd0 rather than on Zd is
no restriction of generality.
Let v(1), . . . , v(m) ∈ Zd \ {0} be reduced, S = {lin{v(1)}, . . . , lin{v(m)}} and
fS =
∏
v∈{v(1),...,v(m)}
(Xv
+ −Xv−).
A consequence of Thm. 7 is that ψ, ϕ ∈ F(Nd0,N0) are tomographically equivalent with
respect to S if, and only if, there is a polynomial p in Z[X] such that∑
a∈supp(ψ)
Xa −
∑
b∈supp(ϕ)
Xb = p · fS .
The algebraic representation by polynomials can be utilized in various ways; examples
will be given in Sect. 3.2 (stability) and 8 (number theory). Additional aspects of
uniqueness, in particular, concepts of additivity, are discussed in [58, 93, 102]. For
uniqueness results for functions in F(Nd0, {0, 1}) with several different types of bounded
support, see [81] and the references cited therein.
3.2. Stability and instability. The results of the previous section were based on the
assumption that the data functions are given exactly. We will now consider the case
that the X-rays may contain errors.
In the following we will measure the size of a function ψ ∈ F(D,C) in terms of
its `1-norm, i.e.,
‖ψ‖1 =
∑
x∈D
|ψ(x)|.
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In particular, given a finite set S ⊂ Sd of lines and two sets F1, F2 ∈ F(Rd) their X-ray
difference will be
∆S(F1, F2) =
∑
S∈S
||XSF1 −XSF2||1.
The first result in this section shows that at least some (however marginal) stability is
present. In fact, the X-ray difference, if not 0, must jump to at least 2(m − 1). This
means that either two sets are tomographically equivalent or their X-ray difference grows
at least linearly in m.
Theorem 8 ([62]). Let S ⊂ Sd, |S| = m, and F1, F2 ∈ F(Rd) with |F1| = |F2|. If
∆S(F1, F2) < 2(m− 1), then F1 and F2 are tomographically equivalent with respect to S.
The same statement holds in the lattice case.
As we will see in Thm. 12, this result is, in fact, best possible. First, we use it to give
‘noisy’ variants of some of the uniqueness results of the previous section. We begin with
a stable version of Thm. 3.
Theorem 9 ([62]). Let S ⊂ Sd, F1, F2 ∈ F(Rd), and ∆S(F1, F2) < 2|F1|. Further, let
|F1| = |F2| and |F1|+ 1 ≤ |S|, or let |F1| ≤ |F2| and 2|F1| ≤ |S|. Then F1 = F2. The
statement persists in the lattice case.
The following result is a stable version of Thm. 6.
Theorem 10 ([62]). There are sets S ⊂ Ld of cardinality 4 for which the following is
true: If F1, F2 ∈ Fd are convex, and |F1| = |F2|, but F1 6= F2, then ∆S(F1, F2) ≥ 6.
Further, for any set S ⊂ Ld of at least 7 coplanar lattice lines, and sets F1, F2 as before,
∆S(F1, F2) ≥ 2(|S| − 1).
The following theorem uses the known characterization of the (rather rare) cases of
uniqueness in the special case d = m = 2 to quantify the deviation of solutions for noisy
data; it generalizes a previous result from [59].
Theorem 11 ([133]). Let S ⊂ L2 with |S| = 2, let F1, F2 ∈ F2 with |F1| = |F2|. Further,
suppose that F1 is uniquely determined by XSF1 for S ∈ S, and set β = ∆S(F1, F2).
Then
4|F1 ∩ F2|+ (β + 2)
(
β − 1 +
√
8|F1 ∩ F2|+ (β − 1)2
)
≥ 4|F1|.
Stability results in the continuous case with finitely many X-rays typically rely on
bounds of the variation of the functions, measured in some weighted Sobolev norms;
see [43, Sect. 4] and [41, Sect. 5.9] (and references therein). In the realm of geometric
tomography, Volcˇicˇ [134] showed that the problem of reconstructing a convex body from
its X-rays in four ‘good’ directions (which guarantee uniqueness) is well-posed. Some
further stability estimates are given in [117].
In contrast to Thm. 11, the task of reconstructing finite lattice sets from X-rays taken
along m ≥ 3 directions is highly instable. In particular the following result shows that
Thm. 8 is sharp.
Theorem 12 ([2, 66]). Let S ⊂ Sd with |S| ≥ 3, and let α ∈ N. Then there exist
F1, F2 ∈ F(Rd) with the following properties:
(i) F1 is uniquely determined by XSF1 for S ∈ S;
(ii) F2 is uniquely determined by XSF2 for S ∈ S;
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(iii) ∆S(F1, F2) = 2(m− 1);
(iv) |F1| = |F2| ≥ α;
(v) F1 ∩ F2 = ∅.
The statement also holds in the lattice case.
The proof for d = 2 is due to [66], while [2] extends the construction to general d. It
is actually possible to show that not even affine transformations help much to increase
the overlap of the two sets.
4. Computational aspects
Next we deal with algorithmic aspects of actually reconstructing the, one or all sets
that are consistent with the given X-ray data. We will restrict the exposition to functions
in F(Zd, C) with C ⊂ Q and lines in Ld since all computational issues can then be
studied in the well-known binary Turing machine model ; see [22, 46] for background
information. Again, emphasis will be placed on the lattice case.
4.1. Algorithmic problems. Let S ⊂ Ld be finite. From an algorithmic point of view
the following questions are basic: Are the data consistent? If so, reconstruct a solution!
Is this solution unique? We will now introduce the correponding problems more precisely.
ConsistencyF(Zd,C)(S).
Instance: Data functions fS for S ∈ S.
Question: Does there exist ψ ∈ F(Zd, C) such that XSψ = fS for all S ∈ S?
ReconstructionF(Zd,C)(S).
Instance: Data functions fS for S ∈ S.
Task: Determine a function ψ ∈ F(Zd, C) such that XSψ = fS for all
S ∈ S, or decide that no such function exists.
UniquenessF(Zd,C)(S).
Instance: A function ψ ∈ F(Zd, C).
Question: Does there exist ϕ ∈ F(Zd, C) \ {ψ} such that XSψ = XSϕ for all
S ∈ S?
Of course, ReconstructionF(Zd,C)(S) cannot be easier than ConsistencyF(Zd,C)(S).
Further, note that UniquenessF(Zd,C)(S) actually asks for nonuniqueness in order to
place the problem into the class NP; see Thm. 13.
For certain codomains such as C = {0, 1} it is reasonable to actually ask for the number
of solutions even in the case of non-uniqueness. We will introduce the following problem
for geneneral C with the understanding that the (not really interesting) answer ‘∞’ is
permitted.
#ConsistencyF(Zd,C)(S).
Instance: Data functions fS for S ∈ S.
Task: Determine the cardinality of the set of functions ψ ∈ F(Zd, C) such
that XSψ = fS for all S ∈ S.
Observe that a given instance I = (fS : S ∈ S) can be consistent only if ‖fS‖1 does
not depend on S. Since this condition can be checked efficiently we will in the following
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often tacitly assume that this is the case and set
n = n(I) = ‖fS‖1.
Further, for any given instance I = (fS : S ∈ S), the support of all solutions is contained
in the grid
G = G(I) =
⋂
S∈S
(
supp(fS) + S
)
associated with I. Of course, G(I) can be computed from I by solving polynomially
many systems of linear equations. Hence we can associate a variable xg with every
grid point and formulate ConsistencyF(Zd,C)(S) as a linear (feasibility) problem with
the additional constraints that xg ∈ C for all g ∈ G. This simple observation shows
already that ConsistencyF(Zd,C)(S) is algorithmically easy for C ∈ {[0, 1] ∩ Q,Q}
simply because linear programming can be solved in polynomial time, and also for C = Z
since systems of linear diophantine equations can be solved in polynomial time; see e.g.
[53, Sect. 4,5,13–15].
Next we are turning to the other relevant codomains, with a special emphasis on the
lattice case.
Theorem 13 ([51, 94, 98]).
ConsistencyF(Zd,C)(S) and UniquenessF(Zd,C)(S), C ∈ {{0, 1},N0}, are both in P
if |S| ≤ 2 whereas they are NP-complete if |S| ≥ 3. Also, the problem #ConsistencyFd(S)
is #NP-complete for |S| ≥ 3.
The complexity status of the counting problem for |S| = 2 is still open.
Problem 3. Is #ConsistencyFd(S), |S| = 2, a #P-complete problem?
Let us now return to the Re´nyi setting.
Theorem 14 ([106, 121]). ReconstructionFd(S) is in P if the input is restricted to
those instances I = (fS : S ∈ S) with n(I) < |S|.
A similar result holds for convex lattice sets when the lattice lines are chose ac-
cording to Thm. 6. So, let Cd denote the subset of Fd of convex lattice set, and let
ReconstructionCd(S) signify the correponding reconstruction task.
Theorem 15 ([77, 78]). For any set S ⊂ Ld of at least seven coplanar directions
and for suitable such sets of cardinality four ReconstructionCd(S) can be solved in
polynomial-time.
Let us now turn to the following ‘noisy’ versions of ConsistencyFd(S) and Unique-
nessFd(S).
X-Ray-CorrectionFd(S).
Instance: Data functions fS for S ∈ S.
Question: Does there exist F ∈ Fd such that∑
S∈S
||XSF − fS||1 ≤ m− 1?
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Similar-SolutionFd(S).
Instance: A set F1 ∈ Fd.
Question: Does there exist F2 ∈ Fd with |F1| = |F2| and F1 6= F2 such that
∆S(F1, F2) ≤ 2m− 3?
Nearest-SolutionFd(S).
Instance: Data functions fS for S ∈ S.
Task: Determine a set F ∗ ∈ Fd such that∑
S∈S
||XSF ∗ − fS||1 = min
F∈Fd
∑
S∈S
||XSF − fS||1.
Note that X-Ray-CorrectionFd(S) can also be viewed as the task of deciding, for
given data functions fS, S ∈ S, whether there exist ‘corrected’ data functions f ′S, S ∈ S,
that are consistent and do not differ from the given functions by more than a total
of m − 1. Nearest-SolutionFd(S) asks for a set F ∗ ∈ Fd that fits the potentially
noisy measurements best.
The computational complexity of these tasks is as follows.
Theorem 16 ([62]).
The problems X-Ray-CorrectionFd(S), Similar-SolutionFd(S), and Nearest-
SolutionFd(S) are in P for |S| ≤ 2 but are NP-complete for |S| ≥ 3.
4.2. Algorithms. Several polynomial-time algorithms for ReconstructionF(Zd,C)(S),
C ∈ {{0, 1},N0}, |S| = 2, can be found in the literature. In addition to Ryser’s
algorithm [51] for C = {0, 1}, there are approaches based on network-flows [125] or
matroid intersections [97]. Moreover, the problem can be modeled as an integer linear
program, which involves a totally unimodular coefficient matrix, and which can therefore
be solved as a linear program (see, for instance, [53, Sect. 16&19]). For further comments,
see [35, Sect. 1].
In the presence of NP-hardness, one cannot expect to find generally efficient algorithms.
There are, however, various techniques from combinatorial optimization that can and have
been applied to solve instances to optimality up to certain sizes; see [103]. Similarly as
for |S| = 2, the reconstruction problem ReconstructionF(Zd,C)(S), C ∈ {{0, 1},N0},
can be formulated als integer linear program for arbitrary |S|. However, for |S| ≥ 3 the
coefficient matrix is in general no longer totally unimodular. Of course, we can still solve
the corresponding linear programming relaxation (where {0, 1} is replaced by [0, 1] or N0
by [0,∞[) efficiently. Unless P = NP, Thm. 13 implies that it will, however, in general
not be efficiently possible to convert the obtained fractional solution into a required
integer one.
Since, in general, measured data are noisy anyway, research focused on approximate
solutions. It is quite natural to try to solve ReconstructionFd(S) even if |S| ≥ 3 by
using the available polynomial-time algorithms for |S| = 2 in an alternating approach.
First, two of the given |S| data functions are selected and a solution F0 is computed
which is consistent with these. In the jth step, at least one of the two directions is
replaced by a different one from S, and a solution is constructed which satisfies the
corresponding two constraints and is closest to Fj . While each step of such an alternating
direction approach can be performed in polynomial time, there are severe limitations
on the guaranteed quality of the produced solution. For an analysis of this and other
approaches, see [103].
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Despite their theoretical limitations there are several approaches that are reported
to work very well in practice. Among these are BART [107] and DART [74, 135]. The
former, which is a variant of ART as described in [33], is implemented in the open-source
software SNARK14 [114] (example code can be found in [60]), the latter is implemented
in the open-source ASTRA toolbox [131]. Further algorithms are discussed in [35,
Sect. 8-14] and [36, Sect. 8-11]. For applets illustrating several algorithmic tasks in
discrete and geometric tomography, see [91] and [95], respectively.
Figure 5. (From [26]) An idealized circuit board.
Let us, finally, point out that for certain applications full reconstructions are not
needed. For instance, in quality control for circuit board productions (see Fig. 5) one
may want to certify that the production process actually produced a desired blueprint
structure (‘verification’). Then one can, of course, compute data functions from the
blueprint and compare them with the measured data from the produced board. If the
difference is large one would report an error. If, however, the difference is small, the
produced board can still be quite different from the blueprint (particularly if the data
do not determine the image uniquely). This ambiguity can be reduced by applying a
(polynomial-time deterministic) reconstruction heuristic on both sets of data functions
and subsequently comparing the reconstructions. In practice such checks have shown to
be able to detect production flaws even on very limited data and quite poor (and very
fast) reconstructions algorithms.
5. Superresolution and discrete tomography
Electron tomography, pioneered originally in the life sciences (see [19, 34, 45]), is
becoming an increasingly important tool in materials science for studying the three-
dimensional morphologies and chemical compositions of nanostructures [60, 69, 72, 112].
For various technical reasons, however, atomic resolution tomographic imaging as envision
in [113, 122] has not become a full reality yet (favorable instances are reported in [111,
132]; see also the surveys [9, 55]). One of the challenges faced by current technology is
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that tomographic tilt series need to be properly aligned (see, e.g., [56, 108]). Therefore,
and also to prevent radiation damage, one might wonder whether is is possible to proceed
in a multimodal scheme.
Suppose some reconstruction has been obtained from a (possibly technologically
less-demanding) lower-resolution data set. Can one then use limited additional high-
resolution data (for instance, acquired from only two directions) to enhance the resolution
in a subsequent step? As we will now see the tractability of this approach depends
strongly on the reliability of the initial lower-resolution reconstruction. Details of the
presented results can be found in [65].
5.1. Computational aspects. We have already remarked that a function ψ ∈ Fd can
be viewed as a characteristic function that encodes a finite lattice set. In a different, yet
equivalent, model the function ψ can be viewed as representing a binary image. In this
interpretation the points x ∈ Zd represent the pixel/voxel coordinates while ψ(x) denotes
their colors (typically, values 0 and 1 are considered to represent white and black pixels,
respectively); see Fig. 6 for an illustration. Similarly, for l ∈ N, a function ρ ∈ F(Zd, [l]0)
can be viewed as representing a gray-scale image with l+ 1 different gray levels (values 0
and l typically representing the ‘gray level’ white and black, respectively).
Figure 6. Lattice points (left) and pixels (middle); right: pixel associated
with its lattice point.
For simplicity of the exposition we restrict our discussion to the case d = 2. Now
suppose we want to reconstruct a binary image ψ ∈ F2 contained in an n1 × n2 box
from low-resolution gray scale information and high-resolution X-ray data. The lower
resolution is quantified by some k ∈ N \ {1}, and we assume that n1 and n2 are divisible
by k. More precisely, we assume that an n1/k × n2/k low-resolution (gray-scale) image
ρ ∈ F(Z2, [k2]0) of ψ is available, and the pixels x in ψ result from a k × k subdivision
of the pixels y of ρ. Hence in any such subdivision B we have∑
x∈B
ψ(x) = ρ(y).
For given ρ(y) and unknown ψ(x), x ∈ B, we call the above equation a k × k block
constraint. We say that, for some ε ∈ N0, a block constraint is satisfied within an error
of ε, if
ρ(y)− ε ≤
∑
x∈B
ψ(x) ≤ ρ(y) + ε.
We may think of ρ as being the result of some lower-resolution reconstruction of ψ.
In order to increase the resolution we want to utilize additional high-resolution X-ray
data XSψ that are available from the two coordinate directions S1 and S2, and we set
S = {S1, S2}. Relatively to ρ the data XSψ, S ∈ S, can be considered as k-times finer
resolution X-ray data.
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For given k ≥ 2 and ε ∈ N0 the task of (noisy) superresolution is as follows.
nSR(k, ε).
Instance: A gray-level image ρ ∈ F(Z2, [k2]0),
a subset R of ‘reliable pixels’ of ρ, and
data functions fS1 , fS2 at a k-times finer resolution.
Task: Determine a function ψ ∈ F2 such that
XSψ = fS for S ∈ {S1, S2},
all k × k block constraints for the pixels in R are satisfied, and
all other k × k block constraints are satisfied within an error of ε,
or decide that no such function exists.
Since our focus is in the following on double-resolution imaging, i.e., on the case k = 2,
let us set nDR(ε) = nSR(2, ε), for ε > 0. In the reliable situation, i.e., for ε = 0 we
simply speak of double-resolution and set DR = nSR(2, 0). (Then, of course, the set R
can be omitted from the input.) An illustration is given in Fig. 7.
2 2 4 1
3
3
2
1
?
(a) (b)
(c)(d)
4 2
30
4 2
30
Figure 7. (From [65]) The double-resolution imaging task DR. (a) Origi-
nal (unknown) high-resolution image, (b) the corresponding low-resolution
gray-scale image, (c) gray levels converted into block constraints, (d) taken
in combination with double-resolution row and column sum data. The
task is to reconstruct from (d) the original binary image shown in (a).
As it turns out DR is tractable.
Theorem 17 ([65]). DR and also the corresponding uniqueness problem can be solved
in polynomial time.
The algorithm presented in [65] is based on a decomposition into subproblems, which
allows to treat the different gray levels separately. If we view DR as the reconstruction
problem for m = |S| = 2 with additionally block constraints we can compare Thm. 17
with Thm. 13 and see that bock constraints impose fewer algorithmic difficulties than
X-ray data from a third direction.
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The next result, which deals with the case that some of the gray levels come with
small uncertainties depicts (potentially unexpected) complexity jumps.
Theorem 18 ([65]). Let k ≥ 2 and ε > 0.
(i) nSR(k, ε) is NP-hard.
(ii) The problem of deciding whether a given solution of an instance of nSR(k, ε)
has a non-unique solution is NP-complete.
To put it succinctly: noise in tomographic superresolution imaging does not only
affect the quality of a reconstructed image but also the algorithmic tractability of the
inverse problem itself.
DR without any block constraints boils down to the reconstruction problem for m = 2
and is hence solvable in polynomial-time. DR is, however, NP-hard if several (but
not all) block constraints (which are required to be satisfied with equality) are present
(Thm. 18). Possibly less expectedly, if all block constraints are included, then the
problem becomes polynomial-time solvable again (Thm. 17). If, on the other hand, from
all block constraints some of the data come with noise at most 1, then the problem
becomes again NP-hard (Thm. 18). And yet again, if from all block constraints all of
the data are sufficiently noisy, then the problem is in P (as this is again the problem
of reconstructing binary images from X-ray data taken from two directions). Figure 8
gives an overview of these complexity jumps.
no constraints
all constraints
reliable data
P
NP-hard
NP-hard
P
P
P
NP-hard
NP-hard
P
P
several constraints
reliable data
all constraints
all data sufficiently noisy
all constraints
some data with noise
at most ±1
Figure 8. (From [65]) Overview of complexity jumps for the problem of
reconstructing a binary image from row and column sums and additional
2× 2 block constraints.
It does not seem likely that, but is still open, whether the tractability result of Thm. 17
persists for k ≥ 3.
Problem 4 ([65]). Is the problem nSR(k, 0) NP-hard for k ≥ 3?
In the realm of dynamic discrete tomography (see Sect. 6) block constraints play the
role of special window constraints which can be used to encoding velocity information
for moving points.
For additional information on discrete tomography problems involving other kinds of
constraints, see [14, Sect. 4].
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5.2. Stability and instability. Let us now turn to a discussion of the stability of the
solutions to DR.
Theorem 19. Let S = {lin(1, 0)T , lin(0, 1)T}, and α ∈ N. Then there exist instances I1
and I2 of DR with the following properties:
(i) F1 is the unique solution to I1;
(ii) F2 is the unique solution to I2;
(iii) ∆S(F1, F2) = 4;
(iv) |F1| = |F2| ≥ α;
(v) |F1 ∩ F2| = 12 |F1|.
The proof is based on a construction in [65] of an instance I of DR that admits
precisely two solutions F ′1 6= F ′2 with |F ′1| = |F ′2| ≥ α + 2. From these two solutions
points in one block are deleted to obtain F1 and F2; see Fig. 9 for an illustration.
A small X-ray error of 4 can thus lead to quite different reconstructions (again,
see Fig. 9). It should be noted, however, that the set F2 has a much larger total
variation (TV) than F1 (for some background information see, e.g., [83]). Regularization
by total variation minimization, as proposed in [65], would therefore always favor the
reconstruction F1.
It is instructive to compare DR (Thm. 19) with its discrete tomography counterparts
for m = 2 (Thm. 11) and m ≥ 3 (Thm. 12), which do not involve any block constraints.
On the one hand, the reconstruction problem for m = 2 is much more stable than its
double-resolution counterpart. In fact, an easy calculation for β = 4 shows that Thm. 11
implies the bound
|F1 ∩ F2| ≥ |F1| − 5
√
|F1| − 9.
Thus, if the original set F1 is uniquely determined by its X-rays, then any reconstruc-
tion F2 from X-rays with error 4 needs to coincide with F1 by an asymptotically much
larger fraction than the |F1|/2 provided in Thm. 19 for DR.
On the other hand, the instability result for m = 3 (see Thm. 12) is stronger than that
of Thm. 19 as for the former an X-ray error of 4 can lead to disjoint reconstructions.
Hence in terms of (in-)stabilities the block constraints seem to play a somewhat weaker
role than constraints modeling data from a third direction.
6. Dynamics
Let us now turn to dynamic discrete tomography, which, in fact, represents rather
recent developments in the field (see [63, 64, 138, 148]). (For dynamic aspects of
computerized tomography, see, e.g., [82, 104] and the references cited therein.)
We focus here on the task of tomographic particle (or point) tracking, which amounts
to determining the paths P1, . . . ,Pn of n points in space over a period of t ∈ N moments
in time from X-ray images taken from a fixed number m of directions.
This problem comprises, in fact, two different but coupled basic underlying tasks, the
reconstruction of a finite set of points from few of their X-ray images (discrete tomography)
and the identification of the points over time (tracking). The latter is closely related
to topics in combinatorial optimization including matching and k-assigment problems;
see [15] for a comprehensive survey on assignment problems.
Let us remark that particle tracking methods have been proven useful in many
different fields such as fluid mechanics, geoscience, elementary particle physics, plasma
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Figure 9. An example illustrating instability of DR. (a) and (b): two
solutions of the same problem instance; (c) and (d): uniquely determined
solutions F1, F2 to the two problem instances obtained by deleting points
of a block from (a) and (b), respectively. (The X-rays are indicated by
the numbers to the bottom and right.) The X-rays differ in the circled
numbers yielding an X-ray error ∆S(F1, F2) = 4.
physics, combustion, and biomedical imaging [137, 141, 143, 144, 146, 148] (see also the
monograph [1] and the references cited therein). Most previous tomographic particle
tracking methods (such as [139, 140, 142, 147]) can be considered as particle imaging
velocimetry (PIV) as they aim at capturing several statistical parameters of groups of
particles instead of dealing with them individually. The individual tracking considered
here is in the literature also sometimes referred to as particle tracking velocimetry (PTV)
or low particle number density PIV [137]. For more general background information on
particle tracking methods, see the monographs [1, 54].
The exposition in this section will partly follow [64].
6.1. Algorithmic problems. We want to focus here on the interplay between discrete
tomography and tracking. Therefore, we will distinguish the cases that for none, some or
all of the τ ∈ [t] moments in time, a solution F (τ) ∈ Fd of the discrete tomography task
at time τ is explicitly available (and is then considered the correct solution regardless
whether it is uniquely determined by its X-rays). The former case will be referred to as
the (partially) or (totally) tomographic case while we speak of the latter as positionally
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determined. It should be noted that the positionally determined case can be viewed
as being the generic case in Rd, d ≥ 3, because there any two (affine) lines in general
position are disjoint, hence X-ray lines meet only in the points of F (τ).
For simplicity we assume in the following that there are no particles disappearing
or reappearing within the tracked time interval. When P = {p1, . . . , pn} denotes the
(abstract) set of n particles, we are in the tracking step thus interested in a one-to-one
mapping pi(τ) : P → F (τ), τ ∈ [t], that identifies the points of F (τ) with the particles. The
particle tracks are then given by Pi = (pi(1)(pi), . . . , pi(t)(pi)), i ∈ [n]. This identification
is referred to as coupling.
In typical applications we would like to incorporate prior knowledge about ‘physically
likely’ paths. It seems most natural to input such information in terms of the cost
c(P1, . . . ,Pn) of the feasible particle tracks. Note, however, that the number of different
particle tracks (P1, . . . ,Pn) is (n!)t, hence exponential in n and t. This means that
already for moderate problem sizes the costs of all potential tracks cannot be encoded
explicitly. There are various ways to deal with this problem. The most general approach
is based on the assumption that ‘an expert knows a good solution if she or he sees
it.’ More technically speaking, it is enough for an algorithm to have access to the cost
c(P1, . . . ,Pn) only when the particle track c(P1, . . . ,Pn) is considered. Accordingly, [64]
suggest an oracular model, where such knowledge is available through an algorithm O,
called an objective function oracle, which computes for any solution (P1, . . . ,Pn) its cost
c(P1, . . . ,Pn) in time that is polynomial in all the other input data. Then the general
problem of tomographic particle tracking for S ⊂ Sd, can be formulated as follows.
TomTrac(O;S).
Instance: t ∈ N and data functions f (τ)S with ‖f (τ)S ‖1 = n, for S ∈ S, τ ∈ [t].
Task: Decide whether, for each τ ∈ [t], there exists a set F (τ) ∈ Fd such
that XSF
(τ) = f
(τ)
S for all S ∈ S. If so, find particle tracks P1, . . . ,Pn
of minimal cost for O among all couplings of all tomographic solutions
F (1), . . . , F (t).
In the positionally determined case the problem TomTrac(O;S) reduces to the
following tracking problem, which can be viewed as a t-dimensional assignment problem.
Trac(O; d).
Instance: t ∈ N and sets F (1), . . . , F (t) ∈ Fd with |F (1)| = . . . = |F (t)| = n.
Task: Find particle tracks P1, . . . ,Pn of minimal cost for O among all
couplings of the sets F (1), . . . , F (t).
A priori knowledge may be available in various ways and may then lead to different
objective function oracles; see [64]. Here we focus on information that is actually
explicitly available. For instance, we speak of a path value oracle if the cost c(P1, . . . ,Pn)
is just the sum
∑n
i=1w(Pi) of the weights of the individual paths Pi, i ∈ [n]. Note that
the number of different weights is bounded by nt, and can hence be encoded explicitly
for fixed (and small) t; see Thm. 22. If, further, the weights are just the sums of all costs
of assigning points between consecutive moments in time the objective function can be
described by just (t− 1)n2, i.e., polynomially many numbers. In this case, the objective
function is of Markov-type as it reflects only memoryless dependencies. Combinatorial
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models, which can be viewed as special choices of such parameters, are based on the
knowledge that the positions of the particles in the next time step lie in certain windows.
A particular such situation has be analyzed in Sect. 5. For more results on combinatorial
models see [63, 64].
6.2. Algorithms and complexity. We begin with a simple tractability result for the
positionally determined case.
Theorem 20 ([64]). For Markov-type objective function oracles O the problem Trac(O; d)
decomposes into uncoupled minimum weight perfect bipartite matching problems and can
hence be solved in polynomial time.
Although the reconstruction problem in discrete tomography for |S| = 2 directions
can be solved in polynomial time (see Thm. 13) it turns out that there are severe
limitations of extending the previous result already for the following quite restricted
partially tomographic case. In fact, the problem becomes hard even if there is only one
time step, i.e., t = 2, and F (1) is explicitly known while the set F (2) of particle positions
for τ = 2 is only accessible through its two X-rays XS1F
(2) and XS2F
(2).
Theorem 21 ([64]). Even if all instances are restricted to the case t = 2, where the
solution F (1) is given explicitly, TomTrac(O;S), |S| = 2, for Markov-type objective
function oracles O is NP-hard. Also the corresponding uniqueness problem is NP-complete
and the counting problem is #P-complete.
Unless P = NP, there is thus, in general, no efficient algorithm that provides exact
solutions to every instance of TomTrac(O;S), |S| = 2. A possible remedy is to resort
to heuristics, which aim at providing approximate solutions. Before we discuss such a
heuristic let us state two additional intractability results, which concern the positionally
determined case for non Markov-type function oracles.
Theorem 22 ([64]). The problem Trac(O; d) is NP-hard, even if all instances are
restricted to a fixed t ≥ 3, and O is a path value oracle. The NP-hardness persists if the
objective function values provided by O are all encoded explicitly.
It turns out that even if the particles are expected to move along straight lines, this a
priori knowledge cannot be exploited efficiently (unless P = NP).
Theorem 23 ([64]). For every fixed d ≥ 2 and t ≥ 3 it is an NP-complete problem to
decide whether a solution of Trac(O; d) exists where all particles move along straight
lines.
The proof of Thm. 23 given in [64] relies on the hardness of the particular variant
A3ap of 3D-Matching established in [145]. For further results and a discussion of
their practical implications see [64].
The previous complexity results show that even for t = 3 and even if there is no
tomography involved the coupling becomes hard unless it is of the Markov-type, i.e., it
only incorporates information that relate not more than two consecutive moments in
time (Thm. 22). But even for t = 2, which, of course, is of Markov-type, the problem is
hard if tomography is involved at one point in time (Thm. 21). This means that there
is not much room for efficient algorithms or ‘self-suggesting’ polynomial-time heuristics.
There are, however, quite involved heuristics for TomTrac(O;S1, S2), which allow to
incorporate varous different forms of a priori knowledge and different levels of ‘particle
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history’; see [64]. Here we focus only on one basic method, called Rolling Horizon
Tomography, which was introduced in [138] and applied to the study of the slip
velocity of a gliding arc discharge in [148].
The general idea in Rolling Horizon Tomography is to model the time step
from τ to τ + 1 as a linear program, based on the assumption that F (1) is known (hence
we are dealing with the partially tomographic case). The constraints encode the X-rays
provided by the data functions f
(τ+1)
1 , f
(τ+1)
2 . The variables correspond to the points in
the grid G(τ+1) and are collected in a vector x(τ+1). The X-ray information is encoded
by means of a totally unimodular matrix A(τ+1) and a right-hand side vector b(τ+1).
Further, each point g
(τ+1)
i ∈ G(τ+1) carries a weight α(τ+1)i , which reflects the ‘distance’
to a best point g
(τ)
i ∈ F (τ) (which is a likely ‘predecessor’). These weights are collect in
a vector a(τ+1). Various choices of weights are discussed in [138], which, for instance,
model knowledge on the velocity of the particles. The algorithm can then be described
as follows.
Beginning with F (1), Rolling Horizon Tomography solves successively for τ ∈
[t− 1] the linear program
min
(
a(τ+1)
)T
x(τ+1)
s. t. A(τ+1)x(τ+1) = b(τ+1),
x(τ+1) ≤ 1 ,
x(τ+1) ≥ 0,
in order to determine F (τ+1) (via its encoding as a 0-1 incidence vector of a basic feasible
solution of the linear program). Finally the paths P1, . . . ,Pn are obtained by a routine
that computes a perfect bipartite matching in the graph with vertices F (τ) ∪ F (τ+1) and
edges corresponding to the pairs of vertices that realize the distances α
(τ)
i .
Rolling Horizon Tomography runs in polynomial time, is exact in the sense
that it is guaranteed to return a solution which matches the data. It also allows to
incorporate physical knowledge and it is reported to work quite well in practice (see
[138, 148]). However, (and with a view to Thm. 21 not surprisingly), it is only a heuristic,
which may fail to reconstruct the correct paths. The reason is that the weights used
to measure the quality of the assignment do not incorporate the requirement that no
two particles can have originated from the same location at the previous moment in
time. Explicit example are given in [64] which also gives generalizations that combine
the general rolling horizon approach with interpolation and backtracking techniques to
provide algorithms that incorporate physical knowledge even better while still running
in polynomial time.
7. Tomographic grain mapping
Tomographic grain mapping deals with the problem of characterizing polycrystalline
materials from tomographic data. Polycrystalline materials consist of multiple crystals,
called grains. These grains, often 10 − 100 micrometer in diameter, are of central
interest in many areas of materials science as most metals, ceramics and alloys are
such polycrystalline materials. In fact, the grains determine many of the material’s
physical, chemical, and mechanical properties (see, e.g., [154, 160, 162, 166] or the
monographs [39, 50]).
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7.1. Diffraction and indexing. There are several non-trivial technological and algo-
rithmical challenges involved in tomographic grain mapping on different scales. Typically,
only high-energy X-rays will penetrate the material. In fact, the required X-ray energies
are often so large that current experiments need to be conducted at modern synchrotron
facilities. For many applications the data are acquired by diffraction (as, e.g., in the
3-Dimensional X-ray Diffraction microscopy technique, 3DXRD [3, 10, 47, 48] and in
Diffraction Constrast Tomography, DCT [159]). Diffraction occurs, however, only if the
grain is in a ‘favorable’ position. This is governed by Bragg’s law which relates the unit
vectors t, s that signify the incoming and the diffraction directions and the wavelength λ
of the X-ray with the crystalline structure of the grain encoded by its dual (or reciprocal)
lattice L◦. More precicely, Bragg’s law is as follows:
t− s
λ
= ` ∈ L◦ \ {0};
(see Fig. 10(a) for an illustration). Consequently, tomographic data are typically only
available from a small number of directions (often, 8− 10).
X-ray
s
Grain
Sample
t
(a) (b)
Figure 10. (a) Diffraction by a grain (incoming and diffraction directions
are s and t, respectively); (b) the general indexing problem (determining
the grains from diffraction spots).
The limited number of data, and the fact that multiple grains are simultaneously
imaged, poses major algorithmic challenges at quite different scales, from the atomic to
the macroscopic level. The problem, commonly referred to as indexing [47, 156, 161],
is to group the tomographic data according to their grain of origin. This allows often
the determination of grain parameters like the lattice (including its orientation), or the
center of mass; see Fig. 10(b). Based on the tomographic data acquired for each single
grain, the macroscopic geometric structure of the full collection of different grains is then
to be determined. Of course, such tasks can be highly interrelated, and there are also
possible cases where it is favorable to reconstruct several of the grains simultaneously.
More details can be found in [149].
7.2. Macroscopic reconstruction. As in Sect. 5, a single grain g can be considered
as a binary image ψg ∈ F3. The points of supp(ψg) correspond to the pixels that belong
to g. The paper [163] describes one of the first attempts of reconstructing multiple grains,
the so-called grain map. In this paper the ART algorithm is used, but it is found that
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often the reconstructions contain unrealistic void spaces between adjacent grains. To
overcome this problem, a Monte-Carlo approach based on Gibbs priors was introduced
in [150]. This approach was generalized in [165] (see also [5]) to deal with the task of
reconstructing grain maps of moderately deformed grains. More stochastic approaches to
grain map reconstruction can be found in [155, 157, 158, 165]. For alternative approaches,
see [49, 151, 152, 153, 164, 167, 168].
In the following we describe a linear-programming based method, introduced in [169],
which returns approximations of grain maps. It is based on only a few input parameters
for each grain: (approximations of) its center-of-mass, its volume and, if available,
its second-order moments. The centers-of-mass can be determined by the indexing
procedure, the grain volume by integration of the respective X-ray data, and the second-
order moments by backprojecting the projections acquired from the same grain.
The aim is to reconstruct what we call generalized balanced power diagrams (GBPDs).
These diagrams generalize power diagrams (which are also known as Laguerre or Dirichlet
tessellations), which in turn generalize Voronoi diagrams ; see also [7] and [8, Sect. 6.2].
Any GBPD is specified by a set of distinct sites S = {s1, . . . , sl} ⊂ Rd, additive
weights (σ1, . . . , σl)
T ∈ Rl, and positive definite matrices A1, . . . , Al ∈ Rd×d. The jth
generalized balanced power cell Pj is then defined by
Pj = {x ∈ Rd : ||x− sj||2Aj − σj ≤ ||x− sk||2Ak − σk, ∀k 6= j},
where || · ||Aj , j ∈ [l], denotes the ellipsoidal norm
||x||Aj =
√
xTAjx.
The generalized balanced power diagram P is the l-tuple P = (P1, . . . , Pl). The proposed
method is able to find optimal σ1, . . . , σl that guarantee that the volumes of each cell
are within prescribed ranges.
The concept of GBPDs can be viewed as structure-driven weight balanced clusterings;
see [171, 172]. For j ∈ [l] let sj denote the center of the jth grain, and let κ−j , κ+j be
lower and upper bounds for its volume, respectively. Further, let x1, . . . , xq be the points
of the image that has to be partitioned into the grains, and set γi,j = ||xi − sj||2Ai for
all i, j.
Then we can model the assignment problem by the following linear program:
(LP) min
q∑
i=1
l∑
j=1
γi,jξi,j
subject to
l∑
j=1
ξi,j = 1 (i ∈ [q]),
κ−j ≤
q∑
i=1
ξi,j ≤ κ+j (j ∈ [l]),
ξi,j ≥ 0 (i ∈ [q]; j ∈ [l]).
In general, the variables ξi,j specify the fraction of the point xi that is assigned to
the center sj. Since, however, the coefficient matrix is totally unimodular all basic
feasible solutions are binary, and we obtain an optimal assignment of pixels to grains in
polynomial time.
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An example for the quality of reconstruction for planar grain maps (which are easier
to visualize) is shown in Fig. 11. Reports on the favorable performance of the presented
approach on various (real-world) data sets can be found in the recent papers [173, 174,
175, 176, 177].
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 11. (a) Original image from [16, Fig. 9.7]. (Black dots represent
grain centers.) (b) Reconstructed generalized balanced power diagram.
(c) Difference map. (Black pixels indicate the pixels that are black in (b)
but white in (a)).
We remark that the clustering approach described above was previously applied (in an
‘isotropic’ fashion) in the context of farmland consolidation [11, 170]. For an application
in designing electoral districts where municipalities of a state have to be grouped
into districts of nearly equal population while obeying certain politically motivated
requirements, see [172].
8. Switching components and a problem in number theory
Switching components, i.e., pairs of tomographically equivalent sets as introduced in
Sect. 3.1, are strongly related to an old problem in Diophantine number theory, called
the Prouhet-Tarry-Escott or PTE-problem, named after Euge`ne Prouhet [204], Gaston
Tarry [207], and Edward B. Escott [189].
Problem 5 (Prouhet, 1851; Tarry, 1912; Escott, 1910).
Given k, n ∈ N, find two different multisets X = {ξ1, . . . , ξn} ⊂ Z and Y = {η1, . . . , ηn} ⊂
Z, such that
ξj1 + ξ
j
2 + . . .+ ξ
j
n = η
j
1 + η
j
2 + . . .+ η
j
n, for j ∈ [k].
Pairs (X, Y ) satisfying the above equation are called PTE solutions. More precisely,
we speak of (k, n)-solutions, and the numbers k and n, respectively, are referred to as
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the degree and size of the PTE solution. Often the notation X
k
= Y is used to indicate
that (X, Y ) is a degree k solution. For instance, as an elementary calculation shows,
{0, 14, 28, 56, 70, 84} 5= {4, 6, 40, 44, 78, 80}.
The PTE problem has connections to several other problems in number theory,
including the ‘easier’ Waring problem [208, 211], [12, Sect. 12], the Hilbert-Kamke
problem [194, 195], and a conjecture due to Erdo˝s and Szekeres [187, 188, 197], [12,
Sect. 13]. There are also connections to Ramanujan identities [199, 203], other types
of multigrade equations [186, 205], problems in algebra [198, 201], geometry [190],
combinatorics [178, 179, 182, 185], graph theory [193], and computer science [183, 184,
191]. For background information see [4, 12, 13, 18, 23].
The PTE problem can be traced back to a correspondence between Goldbach and
Euler. In his 1950 letter [192] Goldbach states the identity
(α + β + δ)2 + (α + γ + δ)2 + (β + γ + δ)2 + δ2
= (α + δ)2 + (β + δ)2 + (γ + δ)2 + (α + β + γ + δ)2,
where α, β, γ, δ ∈ Z. In other words,
{α + β + δ, α + γ + δ, β + γ + δ, δ} 2= {α + δ, β + δ, γ + δ, α + β + γ + δ}.
It was already known to Prouhet, Tarry, and Escott that there exist (k, 2k)-solutions
for every k (see [210] and [18, Sect. 24]). Such solutions can be generated as follows.
Express each p ∈ [2k+1 − 1]0 as a binary number. If this binary expression of p contains
an even number of 1’s, then assign p to the set X, otherwise to Y. Then, (X, Y ) with
X = {ξ1, . . . , ξ2k} and Y = {η1, . . . , η2k} is a (k, 2k)-solution. Proofs of this result can
be found in [202, 210]. For generalizations, see [196, 206].
On the other hand, there are no (k, n)-solutions whenever n < k + 1. This result,
commonly attributed to Bastien [181], can be derived from the Newton’s identities [31,
Sect. 21.9]. A (k, n)-solution is called ideal if n = k + 1.
The following is a long-standing open question (see [209] and [12, Sect. 11]).
Problem 6. Do there exist ideal PTE solutions for every k?
Presently, ideal solutions are only known for k ∈ [11] \ {10}. Concerning upper bounds
on n, the currently best bound (of [200]) guarantees that for any k there exists a (k, n)-
solution with n ≤ 1
2
(k2 − 3) if k is odd and n ≤ 1
2
(k2 − 4) if k is even. The proofs are
non-constructive. In fact, all currently known constructive proofs yield bounds that are
exponential in k.
8.1. PTE solutions from switching components. The following explicit connection
between the PTE problem and switching components first appeared in [2, Sect. 6].
Following [180], we will focus on the case d = 2 (for general d see [61]).
For given M ⊂ Zd and c ∈ Zd, let Πc(M) denote the multiset
Πc(M) = {cTx : x ∈ X}.
Clearly, Πc(M) ⊂ Z. Perhaps more surprisingly, the following result holds if we insert
the points of a switching component.
Theorem 24 ([180]). If (X, Y ) is an (m+1)-switching component in Z2 and c ∈ Z2 such
that Πc(X) 6= Πc(Y ), then (Πc(X),Πc(Y )) is a degree m solution of the PTE problem.
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This construction of PTE-solutions from switching components can be exemplified,
say, for the switching components depicted in Fig. 12.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 12. Examples of small switching components for (a) m = 6, (b)
m = 7, (c) m = 8, (d) m = 9, directions (indicated as polygon edges). The
switching components are the sets of 6, 10, 12, and 18 black and white
points, respectively.
For instance, if in Fig. 12(a) the origin is located in the lower left lattice point (which,
of course, is an arbitrary choice) the sets X and Y of black and white points are
X =
{(
0
2
)
,
(
1
0
)
,
(
2
5
)
,
(
4
1
)
,
(
5
6
)
,
(
6
4
)}
,
Y =
{(
0
1
)
,
(
1
4
)
,
(
2
0
)
,
(
4
6
)
,
(
5
2
)
,
(
6
5
)}
.
For cT = (1, 2) we obtain the PTE solution
Πc(X) = {1, 4, 6, 12, 14, 17} 5= {2, 2, 9, 9, 16, 16} = Πc(Y )
of degree 5. As a basic ingredient the standard proof of Thm. 24 uses the encoding of
points by polynomials mentioned in connection with Thm. 7.
Thm. 24 allows to derive explicit constructions of families of PTE solutions; [180]). As
an example let us consider the result of Prouhet, Tarry, and Escott that (k, 2k)-solutions
exist for every k. The proof given in [209] extends over two half-pages. The geometric
shortcut via Thm. 24 just uses the construction of switching components (X, Y ) with
|X| = |Y | ≤ 2k from Fig. 2.
8.2. Generalizations. The geometric point of view also helps in studying other variants
of the PTE problem. Naturally, PTE can be considered over arbitrary rings R. For
R = Zd we obtain PTEd which can be viewed as a d-dimensional or multinomial version
of the original PTE problem.
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Problem 7 (PTEd).
Given d, k, n ∈ N, find two different multisets X = {ξ1, . . . , ξn}, Y = {η1, . . . , ηn} ⊂ Zd
with ξl = (ξl1, . . . , ξld)
T , ηl = (ηl1, . . . , ηld)
T for l ∈ [n] such that
n∑
l=1
ξj1l1 ξ
j2
l2 · . . . · ξjdld =
n∑
l=1
ηj1l1η
j2
l2 · . . . · ηjdld
for all non-negative integers j1, . . . , jd with j1 + j2 + . . .+ jd ≤ k.
There are trivial ways of generating PTEd-solution from PTE1-solutions. For instance,
if {α1, . . . , αn} k= {β1, . . . , βn} is a PTE1-solution, then
{(α1, . . . , α1)T , . . . , (αn, . . . , αn)T} k= {(β1, . . . , β1)T , . . . , (βn, . . . , βn)T}
is a solution to PTEd. A general method of generating non-trivial solutions for PTE2 is
provided by [180].
Theorem 25 ([180]). Every (m+ 1)-switching component (X, Y ) in Z2, is a degree m
solution of the PTE2 problem.
For instance, for the sets X and Y corresponding to Fig. 12(a) it is elementary to
verify that
0i2j + 1i0j + 2i5j+4i1j + 5i6j + 6i4j
= 0i1j + 1i4j + 2i0j + 4i6j + 5i2j + 6i5j
for all non-negative i, j with i+ j ≤ 5.
Applying Thm. 25 to the known smallest size switching components (an example
for k + 1 = 6 is depicted in Fig. 12(a)), one sees that for every degree k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 5}
there exist ideal PTE2 solutions; [180].
The following problem is, however, open already for k = 4.
Problem 8. Do there exist ideal PTE2 for every degree k?
9. Concluding remarks
The present paper tried to support the following conviction of the authors: Discrete
tomography is a broad and interesting field, both, in terms of its methods and its
applications. Discrete tomography has strong links to various areas within mathematics
which have the potential to provide new insight in older problems. Discrete tomography
has a variety of applications to various other scientific fields and to relevant real-world
problems. And, finally, discrete tomography is a rich source of scientific challenges.
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